
H

habitual (adj.) (hab) A term used in the grammatical analysis of aspect,
referring to a situation in which an action is viewed as lasting for an extended
period of time. English has a habitual aspect in the past tense, using used to, and
habitual meaning is often expressed lexically, using adverbials (e.g. often,
frequently). Many habitual uses express repeated action (I visit my aunt regularly),
and in this function are often described as iterative, but the habitual is often
non-iterative, as in A castle used to stand at the top of that cliff.

half-close (adj.) see close (1)

half-open (adj.) see open (1)

Hallidayan (adj.) Characteristic of, or a follower of, the linguistic principles of
the British linguist, M(ichael) A(lexander) K(irkwood) Halliday (b. 1925). Much
of Halliday’s early thinking can be traced back to the teaching of J. R. Firth, and
his approach is accordingly often called ‘neo-Firthian’. His original conception
of language, scale-and-category grammar, was published in article form in
1961: this contained a model of language organization in terms of levels of
substance, form (grammar and lexis) and context, and a theoretical model
of grammar in terms of three scales (of rank, exponence and delicacy) and
four categories (of unit, class, structure and system). The central role of
the last two has led to an alternative label for this approach – ‘system-structure
theory’. In the 1970s, the notion of ‘system’ became the central construct in an
alternative model known as ‘systemic’ grammar: here, grammar is seen as a net-
work of interrelated systems of classes; entry conditions define the choices which
can be made from within each system, and these choices become increasingly
specific (‘delicate’) as the analysis proceeds. The application of Hallidayan ideas
has been widespread, e.g. in text analysis (see cohesion), stylistics (see
register) and language acquisition.

hand configuration A term used in some phonological models of sign lan-
guage, to refer to a separate tier for handshape and orientation.

hapax legomenon In lexicology, a word which occurs only once in a text,
author or extant corpus of a language, often shortened to hapax. The expression
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is from Greek, ‘something said only once’. The word following hapax in the
headword of this entry is itself a hapax in the present book.

haplology (n.) A term used in phonology, in both synchronic and dia-
chronic contexts, to refer to the omission of some of the sounds occurring in a
sequence of similar articulations, as when cyclists is pronounced /csa}kl}sp/,
library /cla}br}/, etc. Some psycholinguists also use the term to refer to a tongue-
slip where an omission of this kind has taken place, e.g. running jump becoming
rump.

hard consonant An impressionistic term sometimes used in the phonetic
descriptions of particular languages, referring to a consonant which lacks
palatalization; also called a hard sign. Russian is a language which has several
such hard (as opposed to soft) consonants. In Russian, the W symbol (‘hard
sign’) marks this lack of palatalization on the preceding consonant.

hard palate see palate

hard sign see hard consonant

harmonic (n.) In acoustic phonetics, a regular (periodic) waveform accom-
panying a fundamental frequency, which helps to identify a complex tone;
also called an overtone. Harmonics are whole-number multiples of the funda-
mental frequency; for example, if the fundamental is 200 Hz, the harmonics will
be at 400 Hz, 600 Hz, and so on. The harmonics are numbered in sequence, and
in phonetics the numbering starts with the fundamental: in this example, 200 Hz
would be the ‘first harmonic’, 400 Hz the ‘second harmonic’ (the ‘first overtone’)
and so on. The combination of a fundamental frequency and the amplitude of
its various harmonics combine to give a sound its characteristic tone and quality.
It should be noted that, in music, the first harmonic is traditionally regarded as
the first multiple of the fundamental, so that (in the above example) 400 Hz
would be the ‘first harmonic’.

harmonic phonology In phonology, an approach which recognizes three levels
of representation working in parallel: morphophonemic (‘M-level’), word/
syllable tactics (‘W-level’), and phonetic (‘P-level’). Each level is characterized
by a set of well-formedness statements (‘tactics’) and a set of unordered ‘intra-
level’ rules which collectively define the paths an input representation has to
follow in order to achieve maximum conformity to the tactics. This maximal
well-formedness is called ‘harmony’. The levels are related by ‘inter-level’ rules.
The approach avoids the traditional conception of the organization of a generat-
ive grammar in which each level of representation is seen to precede or follow
another (as would be found in the ordered steps within a derivation).

harmony (n.) (1) A term used in phonology to refer to the way the articula-
tion of one phonological unit is influenced by (is ‘in harmony’ with) another
unit in the same word or phrase. An analogous notion is that of assimilation.
The two main processes are consonant harmony and vowel harmony. In the
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typical case of vowel harmony, for example, such as is found in Turkish or
Hungarian, all the vowels in a word share certain features – for instance, they
are all articulated with the front of the tongue, or all are rounded. The
subsets of vowels which are affected differently by harmonic processes are
harmonic sets. Disharmony (or disharmonicity) occurs when a vowel from set A
is used (e.g. by suffixation) in words which otherwise have set B, thus forming
a harmonic island (if transparent) or a new harmonic span (if opaque). The
span within which harmony operates (usually the word) is the harmonic domain.
See also harmonic phonology.
(2) In optimality theory, the measurement of the overall goodness of a form
given a constraint ranking.

hash (adj./n.) The symbol #, also sometimes called a hash mark or double
cross, used especially in generative linguistics to represent the boundary of a
string or a phonological word.

head (n.) (1) A term used in the grammatical description of some types of
phrase (endocentric phrases) to refer to the central element which is dis-
tributionally equivalent to the phrase as a whole; sometimes abbreviated as H.
Such constructions are sometimes referred to as headed (as opposed to non-
headed). Headedness also determines any relationships of concord or govern-
ment in other parts of the phrase or sentence. For example, the head of the
noun phrase a big man is man, and it is the singular form of this item which
relates to the co-occurrence of singular verb forms, such as is, walks, etc.; the
head of the verb phrase has put is put, and it is this verb which accounts for the
use of object and adverbial later in the sentence (e.g. put it there). In phrases
such as men and women, either item could be the head. Since the early 1980s, the
term has also been extended to the analysis of word-formation, such as in
compounds: the head of a word is the element which determines the grammat-
ical properties of the whole word. In generalized phrase-structure gram-
mar, the term is used in a more abstract way, as a device which enables one to
identify a cluster of related feature specifications which need to be referred to
for a particular purpose (such as N, V, AUX, PER (= person) and slash). The
head-feature convention, in this context, refers to a principle which determines
the feature specifications of the subconstituents of a phrase: it states that the head
features on a mother category are the same as the head features on any daughter
which is a head. The head parameter is a principle used in generative syntax,
especially in relation to universal grammar, which concerns the position of
heads within phrases. It asserts that a language has the heads on the same side in
all phrases: head-first languages are represented by English, e.g. kick the ball (the
verb in the verb phrase is to the left of the noun phrase) and in the box (the
preposition in the prepositional phrase is to the left of the noun phrase); head-
last languages are represented by Japanese or Korean, where the heads appear
on the right (e.g. Korean Seoul-eseo ‘in Seoul’). In metrical phonology, left-
headed feet are those where the leftmost rhyme of the foot is stressed; right-
headed feet are those where the rightmost rhyme is stressed. In head-marked
metrical notation, these cases are distinguished by placing the node represent-
ing the foot constituent geometrically above the head (i.e. on the rhyme that is
stressed), as follows:
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(2) Head is used in some analyses of tone group structure, referring to the
sequence of syllables between the first stressed syllable and the nuclear tone;
for example, in the tone group there’s a comcpletely cnew arràngement/ the head
is -pletely new a-.
(3) See chain (2).

head-driven phrase-structure grammar (HPSG) A syntactic theory which builds
on the insights of generalized phrase-structure grammar, categorial gram-
mar and certain other approaches. A central feature is that categories incorporate
information about the categories with which they combine. The consequence of
this is that very few rules are necessary, all important syntactic and semantic
processes being driven by information contained in lexical entries. For example,
a single rule provides for all lexical category + complement structures. See also
binding.

headed (adj.), headedness (n.) see head (1)

head-feature convention (n.), head-first, head-last (adj.) see head (1)

headless relative clause see relative

headlinese (n.) see block language

headword (n.) see lemma (1)

heavy (adj.) (1) A term applying to a type of noun phrase recognized in
generative grammar, referring to a relatively long or complex (‘heavy’) con-
stituent in contrasting examples such as *John considers stupid my friends v.
John considers stupid many of my best friends. In classical transformational
grammar, the postposing of a heavy NP was called heavy NP shift.
(2) See weight (for heavy syllables).

hedge (n./v.) An application in pragmatics and discourse analysis of a
general sense of the word (‘to be non-committal or evasive’) to a range of items
which express a notion of imprecision or qualification. Examples of hedging
include sort of, more or less, I mean, approximately, roughly. Hedges may also
be used in combination: something of the order of 10 per cent, more or less.

heightened subglottal pressure One of the source features of sound set up by
Chomsky and Halle (see Chomskyan) in their distinctive feature theory of
phonology, to handle variations in subglottal pressure, as in the aspirated
stops of various languages, such as Hindi.

Hertz (n.) see cycle (3)

F

σS σ

left-headed foot F

σ σS

right-headed foot
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hesitation (n.) The general sense of this term is used in linguistics, and espe-
cially in psycholinguistics, where the phenomenon is subclassified into types,
and the significance of ‘hesitation phenomena’ in terms of language-processing
is discussed. Types of hesitation include silence, filled pauses (e.g. er, Japanese
ano), elongated syllables (e.g. we-e-ll), repetitions (e.g. the-the-thing . . . ), and
so on. The distribution of these features is by no means random in speech, and
it has been hypothesized that they occur at points where the speaker is planning
new utterances. Based on the extent to which hesitations coincide with the
boundaries between grammatical, semantic, etc. constituents, the possibility
has emerged that there may be more than one level of planning (e.g. syntactic,
semantic, interactional) in speech production.

heterography (n.) see homography (2)

heteronym (n.) see heteronymy

heteronymy (n.) A term sometimes used in semantic analysis to refer to words
(lexemes) which display partial homonymy, i.e. they differ in meaning, but are
identical in form in one medium only (viz. speech or writing). Examples of
heteronyms would be the homographs row (sc. a boat) and row (sc. noise), or
the homophones threw and through.

heterorganic (adj.) see homorganic

heterosyllabic (adj.) see tautosyllabic

heuristic (adj./n.) An application in linguistics and phonetics of the general
use of this term in cybernetics, referring to a specific mode of investigation adopted
as part of a process of discovery or problem-solving. In linguistics, the notion
has been introduced mainly in the discussion of procedures of analysis, where
Bloomfieldian discovery procedures are contrasted with the formal ana-
lyses of generative grammar. The term is also used in the looser sense of a
‘working hypothesis’, used to suggest or eliminate a possible explanation of events.
A notion such as discourse, for example, cannot easily be given a formal or
operational definition, but it can be seen as a heuristic device (‘a heuristic’), and
used as a pre-theoretical notion, thus enabling an investigation to proceed.

hiatus (n.) A term used in phonetics and phonology to refer to two adjacent
vowels belonging to different syllables. Examples include seeing, neo and way
out. In such cases, the vowels are said to be ‘in hiatus’.

hidden Markov model In automatic speech recognition, an approach which
uses a spectral model of a word, viewed as a Markov model of the acoustic
event (see Markov process). The pronunciation of a word, in all its variant
forms, can be seen as a stochastic process: that is, in a sequence of events
(pronunciation here being modelled as a sequence of ‘slices’ through a speech
spectrogram), the probabilities at each step depend on the outcome of previous
steps. Each time the process is applied to the word, it generates a slightly differ-
ent acoustic specification, within the limits of the model. Once a speech recognizer
has been provided with Markov models for the words it contains, it can use these
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to evaluate the properties of a fresh speech event. When someone speaks a word
into the recognition system, the acoustic event can be treated as if it were the
output of a ‘hidden’ Markov model. The output of the model is known (i.e the
event), but not the model itself (i.e. it is hidden), and the job of the recognizer is
to reconstruct it.

hierarchy (n.) A term derived from taxonomic studies and applied in linguist-
ics to refer to any classification of linguistic units which recognizes a series
of successively subordinate levels. Hierarchical structure can be illustrated from
any branch of linguistics, e.g. the analysis of a sentence into immediate con-
stituents, or the analysis of the lexicon into semantic fields of increasing
specificity (as in Roget’s Thesaurus). The relationship of inclusion which is involved
can be seen in analyses of linguistic structure where discourses are said to
‘consist of’ sentences, which in turn consist of clauses or phrases; these consist
of words, which in turn consist of morphemes. The term has a special status
in relational grammar, as part of the phrase ‘accessibility hierarchy’,
and has also been used with reference to case grammar (‘case hierarchy’). In
some models of non-linear phonology, the ‘prosodic hierarchy’ shows the
relationship between mora, syllable, foot and word. See also Chomsky
hierarchy, structure, sonority.

hieratic /ha}vcrat}k/ (n.) see demotic

high (adj.) (1) One of the features of sound set up by Chomsky and Halle (see
Chomskyan) in their distinctive feature theory of phonology, to handle
variations in place of articulation (cavity features). High sounds are a type
of tongue-body feature, and defined articulatorily as those produced by
raising the tongue above the level it holds in neutral position; close vowels
and palatal/velar consonants are [+high]. Its opposite is non-high [−high] or
low, referring to sounds produced without any such raising, as in open vowels
and front consonants.
(2) A term which describes the more formal variety in diglossia; opposed to
‘low’.

higher category A term used in generative grammar to refer to a category
which is introduced earlier than a further instance of the same category in a
tree-diagram representation. The first instance of the category is seen to be
higher up the tree than the other instance(s). For example, in such sentences as
the idea that the man will resign surprises me, the following (partial) tree might
be used:

S

NP VP

N S

NP VP

higher

lower
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In this sentence, the ‘higher verb’ is surprise, and the ‘higher clause’ or ‘higher
sentence’ is the idea surprises me. Alternative terms are matrix and ‘super-
ordinate’. The usual term for the ‘lower’ verb/clause is embedded.

high tone see tone (1)

historic (adj.) see past historic

historical dialect see dialect

historical linguistics A branch of linguistics which studies the development of
language and languages over time; also known as diachronic linguistics. The
data of study are identical to those of comparative philology, viz. the extant
records of older states of languages; but the methods and aims are not the same.
Historical linguistics uses the methods of the various schools of synchronic
linguistics (including sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics, especially in
considering the reasons for language change). One thus encounters such subfields
as ‘historical phonology/morphology/syntax’, etc. It also aims to relate its
findings to general linguistic theory.

historic(al) present In grammar, a term describing the use of a present tense
form while narrating events which happened in the past; for example, Three
weeks ago I’m walking down this road, when I see Smithers coming towards
me . . . This usage is common in contexts where the speaker wishes to convey a
sense of drama, immediacy or urgency.

hocus-pocus (adj.) A phrase coined in the 1950s to characterize one of two
extreme states of mind in a hypothetical linguist who sets up a description of
linguistic data; opposed to God’s truth. ‘Hocus-pocus’ linguists approach data
in the expectation that they will have to impose an organization on it in order to
show structural patterns. Different linguists, on this view, could approach the
same data, and by virtue of their different backgrounds, intuitions, procedures,
etc., arrive at differing descriptions. In a ‘God’s truth’ approach, by contrast, the
aim is to demonstrate an underlying structure really present in the data over
which there could be no dispute.

hodiernal (adj.) In grammar, a category which marks how far a situation is
from the moment of speaking (from Latin hodie ‘today’); opposed to prehodiernal.
For example, in many Bantu languages one verb form is used for ‘today’ events,
and another for ‘before today’ events, regardless of their current relevance.

hold (n./v.) (1) A term used in describing the articulation of some types of
sound, where the vocal organs maintain their position for a definable period,
as in the closure (or holding) stage in the production of a plosive or a long
consonant (see length).
(2) In the phonological analysis of sign language, a term referring to a static
functional unit; also called location. Holds are distinguished from dynamic units,
known as movements.

hole in the pattern see gap
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holonymy (n.) see meronymy

holophrase (n.) A term used in language acquisition to refer to a grammatic-
ally unstructured utterance, usually consisting of a single word, which is
characteristic of the earliest stage of language learning in children. Typical
holophrastic utterances include dada, allgone, more, there. Theoretical controversy
centres on the extent to which these utterances may be analysed as sentences
(‘one-word sentences’), or as a reduced version of a sentence, whose other ele-
ments are ‘understood’ in the extralinguistic situation (e.g. daddy means
‘there is daddy’, the there is being expressed by gesture, tone of voice, etc.).
Holophrasis is also sometimes identified in adult utterances where there is no
internal structural contrastivity, such as thanks, please, sorry.

holophrasis (n.), holophrastic (adj.) see holophrase

homograph (n.) see homography

homography (n.) (1) A term used in semantic analysis to refer to words (i.e.
lexemes) which have the same spelling but differ in meaning. Homographs
are a type of homonymy. Homography is illustrated from such pairs as wind
(sc. blowing) and wind (sc. a clock). When there is ambiguity on account of this
identity, a homographic clash or ‘conflict’ is said to have occurred.
(2) The term homography is also used to refer to a type of orthography (a
homographic system) where there is a one-to-one correspondence between sym-
bols and sounds, as in a phonetic transcription, or the systematically devised
alphabets of some languages. In this sense, it is opposed to heterography (a
heterographic system), such as the spelling system of English, French, etc.

homomorphic (adj.) see mapping

homonym (n.) see homonymy

homonymy (n.) A term used in semantic analysis to refer to lexical items
which have the same form but differ in meaning. Homonyms are illustrated
from the various meanings of bear (= animal, carry) or ear (of body, of corn). In
these examples, the identity covers both spoken and written forms, but it is
possible to have partial homonymy (or heteronymy), where the identity is within
a single medium, as in homophony and homography. When there is ambigu-
ity between homonyms (whether non-deliberate or contrived, as in riddles and
puns), a homonymic clash or conflict is said to have occurred. In semantic ana-
lysis, the theoretical distinction between homonymy and polysemy (one form
with different meanings) provides a problem which has attracted a great deal of
attention. See also construction (1).

homophene (n.) see homopheny

homopheny (n.) A term sometimes used in the linguistic study of deaf com-
munication, referring to words which are visually identical when seen on the
lips. Examples of homophenes are fan and van.
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homophone (n.) see homophony

homophony (n.) A term used in semantic analysis to refer to words (i.e.
lexemes) which have the same pronunciation, but differ in meaning. Homo-
phones are a type of homonymy. Homophony is illustrated from such pairs as
threw/through and rode/rowed. When there is ambiguity on account of this
identity, a homophonic clash or conflict is said to have occurred.

homorganic (adj.) A general term in the phonetic classification of speech sounds,
referring to sounds which are produced at the same place of articulation,
such as [p], [b] and [m]. Sounds involving independent articulations may be
referred to as heterorganic. Sounds involving adjacent, and thus to some degree
mutually dependent, articulations are also sometimes further distinguished as
‘contiguous’.

honorific (adj./n.) A term used in the grammatical analysis of some lan-
guages (e.g. Japanese) to refer to syntactic or morphological distinctions
used to express levels of politeness or respect, especially in relation to the
compared social status of the participants. The notion should not be identified
with formality: honorific forms may also appear in non-formal contexts. Some
use is also made of the term with reference to functions other than the expression
of respect, such as courtesy, politeness, etc.

horizontal grouping/splitting see realization (3)

hortative (adj./n.) A term sometimes used in the grammatical analysis of verbs,
to refer to a type of modal meaning in which an exhortation is made. An
example of a hortative usage (‘a hortative’) is the ‘let us’ construction in English
(let us pray).

host (n.) In grammar, a word or phrase to which an affix or clitic is phono-
logically attached. For example, he is the host for ’s in he’s, and is is the host for
n’t in isn’t.

humanistic (adj.) In foreign language teaching, a term which characterizes
approaches which emphasize the need for the student to develop self-awareness,
sensitivity to the feelings of others, and a sense of human values. Such approaches
require students to be actively involved in understanding the processes of lan-
guage learning, as they work with a foreign language.

hybrid (adj./n.) In historical linguistics, a word composed of elements from
different languages. An example of a hybrid term (‘a hybrid’) is television, which
comprises elements from both Latin and Greek.

hydronymy (n.) In onomastics, the study of the names of rivers, lakes and
other bodies of water. It is a branch of toponymy.

hypercorrection (n.) A term used in linguistics to refer to the movement of a
linguistic form beyond the point set by the variety of language that a speaker



has as a target; also called hypercorrectness, hyperurbanism or overcorrection.
The phenomenon usually takes place when speakers of a non-standard dialect
attempt to use the standard dialect and ‘go too far’, producing a version which
does not appear in the standard, e.g. putting a long /wp/ in place of a short /æ/ in
such words as cap, mat, etc. Analogous behaviour is encountered in second-
language learning.

hypernasality (n.) see nasal

hypernym, hyperonym (n.) see hyponymy

hypersememic (adj.) One of the strata recognized in stratificational gram-
mar, dealing with the conceptual or referential properties of language.

hypersemotactics (n.) see taxis

hyperurbanism (n.) see hypercorrection

hypocoristic (n.) A term used in linguistics for a pet name (e.g. Harry for
Harold). Hypocoristics and similar phenomena have attracted special attention
in some models of non-linear phonology (notably, prosodic morphology),
where they have been used as an illustration of template analysis and related
procedures. One approach on these lines argues that a hypocoristic is the result
of mapping a name onto a minimal word template.

hyponasality (n.) see nasal

hyponym (n.) see hyponymy

hyponymy (n.) A term used in semantics as part of the study of the sense
relations which relate lexical items. Hyponymy is the relationship which ob-
tains between specific and general lexical items, such that the former is ‘included’
in the latter (i.e. ‘is a hyponym of’ the latter). For example, cat is a hyponym of
animal, flute of instrument, chair of furniture, and so on. In each case, there is a
superordinate term (sometimes called a hypernym or hyperonym), with reference
to which the subordinate term can be defined, as is the usual practice in diction-
ary definitions (‘a cat is a type of animal . . .’). The set of terms which are hyponyms
of the same superordinate term are co-hyponyms, e.g. flute, clarinet, trumpet. A
term which is a hyponym of itself, in that the same lexical item can operate at
both superordinate and subordinate levels, is an autohyponym: for example, cow
contrasts with horse, at one level, but at a lower level it contrasts with bull (in
effect, ‘a cow is a kind of cow’). Hyponymy is distinguished from such other
sense relations as synonymy, antonymy and meronymy.

hypophonemic (adj.) One of the strata recognized in stratificational gram-
mar, dealing with the phonetic properties of an utterance.

hypophonotactics (n.) see taxis

222 hypernasality
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hypotactic (adj.) A term used in traditional grammatical analysis, and
often found in descriptive linguistic studies, to refer to dependent con-
structions, especially those where constituents have been linked through the
use of subordinating conjunctions. ‘Hypotactic constructions’ are opposed
to paratactic ones, where the linkage is conveyed solely by juxtaposition and
punctuation/intonation. Hypotaxis is illustrated by The keeper laughed when
the dog barked (cf. the keeper laughed; the dog barked).

Hz see cycle (3)


